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Two experiments provided evidence of environmental context-dependent memory using a homophone spelling test (e.g., Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982), an implicit, indirect measure of memory (Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988). Context reinstatement significantly increased priming in both experiments. The finding of environmental context reinstatement effects with this implicit memory test and others (Garber & Radtke, 1986; Graf, 1988) indicates that the effect can be found reliably using a test that does not encourage subjects to generate their own context cues from memory.

Is incidental background contextual information associated in memory with intentionally studied verbal material? One experimental approach to this question has been testing memory in the original learning environment versus testing in a different environmental context. Reinstatement of the incidental environmental context in which learning took place has often been found to improve memory relative to testing memory in a different context (e.g., Godden & Baddeley, 1975; Jensen, Harris, & Anderson, 1971; S. Smith & Guthrie, 1924; Smith, 1979, 1985, 1986; Smith, Glenberg, & Bjork, 1978). Some investigations, however, have not found reliable context reinstatement effects (e.g., Eich, 1985; Fernandez & Glenberg, 1985). Why is this effect so erratic?

One hypothesis stems from the finding that imagined reinstatement of one’s learning environment can improve memory (e.g., Smith, 1979, 1984). This mental reinstatement phenomenon indicates that the environmental contextual cues used by a subject need not be limited to the ambient physical cues supplied by the experimenter; subjects can generate their own contextual cues from memory, regardless of the test context. If ambient contextual material is included by default in memory probes, then context reinstatement effects can...
be expected. If, on the other hand, nonambient context cues related to the study context are intentionally generated by subjects tested in a new context, then the debilitating effect of the changed ambient test environment may be nullified. This line of reasoning is similar to that used by Bjork and Richardson-Klavehn (in press).

When will subjects be moved to generate their own context cues? We hypothesize that explicit, direct tests of memory (e.g., Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988; Schacter, 1987), which refer subjects to the target events at the study session, are more likely than indirect, implicit measures of memory to encourage subjects to generate their own context cues to deal with the experimental task at hand. We cannot reliably predict when subjects will be moved to intentionally use nonambient context cues to aid explicit attempts to remember events. Therefore, explicit, direct memory tests may sometimes be impervious to context manipulations, making experimental observation of environmental context effects somewhat unpredictable when explicit tests such as free recall are used.

Implicit memory tests reveal episodic memory by facilitating or biasing performance on tasks that do not require that memory be intentionally addressed (e.g., Schacter, 1987). The term implicit can refer either to a type of memory of which one is unaware, or to a technique of measuring memory which does not refer the subject to the originally studied materials. The term indirect measure of memory (Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988) is somewhat less ambiguous, referring specifically to a test in which instructions for the task at hand do not make reference to prior study sessions or target events.

Indirect or implicit measures of memory are not likely to encourage subjects to generate context cues from an earlier study session because the tasks do not refer to the study session. By default, only ambient context information will be included in memory probes, thus resulting in environmental context-dependent memory. The ambient environmental cues for subjects tested in their original learning context should help cue memory, whereas the ambient contextual cues for those tested in a different environmental context should not. Therefore, we predict that indirect, implicit measures of memory should reliably show effects of environmental context manipulations. We do not hypothesize that all direct explicit memory measures will be unaffected by context cues; the published experiments on explicit tests of environmental context-dependent memory clearly contradict that possibility (see Smith, 1988, for a review). Our hypothesis is that reliable effects will be found with indirect measures of memory.

Popular techniques for indirectly measuring memory include word completion (e.g., Tulving, Schacter, & Stark, 1982), word identification
(e.g., Jacoby & Dallas, 1981), and homophone spelling (e.g., Eich, 1984; Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982). The homophone spelling test procedure involves studying a word list that contains low-frequency versions of homophones (e.g., brake rather than break, reed rather than read), followed by a test in which aurally presented words (including homophones) are spelled. Spelling homophones as their biased (low-frequency) versions is an indirect measure of event memory. Of the tests available, we chose homophone spelling to test implicit context-dependent memory because prior studies have shown the spelling test to be an effective implicit memory test (e.g., Eich, 1984; Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982) and event memories are documented using this procedure not by facilitation of performance, but rather by biased responding. Therefore, subjects should not be motivated to intentionally use event memories on the test.

EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1 it was hypothesized that environmental context-dependent memory would be observed on a homophone spelling test, an indirect implicit measure of memory. Recognition memory, which did not show context-dependent results in previous experiments using study and test procedures similar to those in the present experiments (e.g., Eich, 1985; Godden & Baddeley, 1980; Jacoby, 1983; Smith et al., 1978), was not predicted to show context-dependency.

METHOD

Subjects

Subjects were 198 student volunteers from introductory psychology classes at Texas A&M University, who participated in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. They were tested in groups of 6 to 12.

Design and procedure

After hearing instructions to memorize items in pairs, subjects heard a list of 64 word pairs spoken by a male voice on audiotape at 5 s/pair. Half of the groups heard List A and half heard List B. For pairs containing homophones, the biasing cue was spoken first, followed by the homophone.

When the list was completed, subjects were immediately given a two-alternative-forced-choice (2-AFC) cued recognition test over all 64 pairs. Sixty-four nouns, including all 16 of the originally presented homophones, were listed on a page in capital letters, and 2 words (one was the original cue word of the pair) were printed to the right of each noun in lowercase letters. Subjects were asked to circle which of the 2 words had been paired
with the noun on the original list. For homophones, both choices were related to the previously biased (i.e., low-frequency) versions. For example, for the original pair carrot-BEET, the corresponding item on the initial recognition test was BEET: a) vegetable or b) carrot. This 2-AFC cued recognition test was not intended as a criterial performance task, but rather served two other purposes: to repeat exposure to the biased versions of the ambiguous stimuli, and to provide a sense of closure for Section 1, thereby making subjects more unlikely to expect subsequent tests. This closure was expected to help prevent conscious processing of the targets so that the subsequent spelling test was more likely to be an implicit test of memory. It was also hoped that such closure would increase the situational dissociation between the first and second sessions.

After the 2-AFC cued recognition test, subjects left the room and waited in the hallway for 5 min. Half of the groups returned to the same Session 1 room for Session 2, and half were taken to a new room. Those who returned to their Session 1 room will be referred to as same context (SC) groups, and those who were tested in a different room will be referred to as different context (DC) groups.

The second session included the two critical memory tests: a spelling test, and a 2-AFC recognition test. For the spelling test, subjects were told to write down the list of words they were about to hear on audiotape, ostensibly in preparation for a subsequent test to be explained later. They were instructed to work quickly, and to write the first spelling they thought of in cases where they were not certain how to spell a word. Words on this test were spoken at 5 s/word.

After the homophone spelling test, the final 2-AFC recognition test was given. From a page with 64 test pairs, subjects were given 5 min to circle the item from each pair that had been on the original input list.

Materials

Two different input lists (Lists A and B) were constructed so as to be as similar as possible to each other. Each list consisted of 64 word pairs. Word pairs, each consisting of one cue and one target, were of two different types: homophone and filler. Sixteen word pairs contained homophone targets, and 48 others had filler targets. The homophones were drawn from those used by Eich (1984). All targets were English nouns. Cue words designed to bias the meanings of ambiguous words were generated by the authors.

Two different spelling tests (Tests X and Y) were constructed for each presentation list. One half of the homophones from the original input list (i.e., eight homophones) were included on Test X, and the other half were on Test Y. Eight homophone nontargets were also included on each spelling test. The items comprising targets and nontargets were counterbalanced for each list. Sixteen nonhomophone fillers were also included on the spelling tests.

The final recognition test was a 2-AFC test consisting of 64 pairs of test items. One word of each pair was from List A and one was from List B. All 64 of the original list items were used.
Environmental contexts

Rooms were selected to be as different from each other as possible. One room was a large, bright, 50-seat classroom with windows and white walls on the third floor of the building. Subjects sat at stationary individual desks spaced throughout the room. Located on the second floor, the other room was a small, windowless conference room painted a bland green color. Subjects sat at tables with very little room between them.

RESULTS

Homophone spelling

A 2 × 2 (Test Context × Priming) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed, using number of biased (low-frequency) spellings on the spelling test as the dependent measure. Test context was either same context (SC) or different context (DC), and was varied between subjects. Priming, a within-subjects factor, was either primed or unprimed.

There was a significant effect of priming, \( F(1, 194) = 31.18, p < .0001, MS_e = 2.057 \). Primed homophones were more likely than unprimed homophones to be spelled according to the primed versions (Table 1). There was no effect of test context, \( F(1, 194) = .59, p = .44, MS_e = 2.36 \), indicating that across all homophones (both primed and unprimed), biased spellings occurred equally often in SC and DC conditions.

The interaction of Test Context × Priming was significant, \( F(1, 194) = 6.88, p < .01, MS_e = 2.057 \). Newman-Keuls pairwise comparisons (\( \alpha = .05 \)) indicated that priming in the DC condition (.050) did not quite exceed the critical value (.054), whereas the observed priming in the SC condition (.154) far exceeded the critical value for the comparison (.066).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test context</th>
<th>Test items</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Different</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primed</td>
<td>homophones</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprimed</td>
<td>homophones</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming</td>
<td></td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mean proportions of primed and unprimed homophones with biased spellings as a function of test context in Experiment 1.

Note. Priming = Proportion of primed homophones with biased spellings minus proportion of unprimed homophones with biased spellings.
Recognition

A one-way ANOVA was computed using test context as the independent variable and number of recognition hits as the dependent measure (maximum = 64). There were no effects of test context, \( F(1, 196) = 1.23, p = .27, MS_e = 31.67 \). It can be seen in Table 2 that the mean number of hits was slightly greater in the DC condition, although the effect was not significant.

The possibility that context effects may have been obscured by a ceiling effect was examined by breaking down subjects into quartiles on the basis of their recognition scores. For both SC and DC groups, quartiles were determined using the following cutoffs: first quartile, 92% or better; second quartile, 89% to 92%; third quartile, 83% to 89%; fourth quartile, 82% or less. The cutoff points for these quartiles allowed use of the same criteria for SC and DC groups, while defining subgroups of nearly equal size (Table 2). A 2 × 4 (Context × Quartile) ANOVA was computed using recognition hits as the dependent measure. There was no effect of context, \( F(1, 190) < 1.0, \) nor did context and quartile interact, \( F(3, 190) = 1.06, p > .05, MS_e = 7.49 \).

Independence of spelling and recognition

A one-way ANOVA compared the proportion of homophones recognized and given biased spellings with the proportion of homophones recognized but not given biased spellings. The proportion of items primed (i.e., given biased spellings) and correctly recognized was .92, and the proportion of items not primed but correctly recognized was .90. This difference was not significant, \( F(1, 196) = 2.72, p > .05, MS_e = .03 \), indicating that the two tests were independent.

DISCUSSION

The hypothesis that incidentally stored environmental contextual associations would become manifest when measured by an implicit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quartile</th>
<th>Test context*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>.95 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>.91 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>.86 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>.73 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All subjects</td>
<td>.85 (96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Numbers in parentheses indicate number of subjects in each group.
memory measure, homophone spelling, was clearly supported by the results of Experiment 1. Priming, as measured by homophone spelling, was considerably greater in the SC condition as compared with the DC condition. That priming and recognition were statistically independent supports the idea that the homophone spelling test was an implicit one (e.g., Eich, 1984; Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982).

Recognition memory was not affected by the test environmental context; in fact, slightly more homophones were recognized in the DC condition than in the SC condition, although the difference did not approach significance. That subjects in every quartile of recognition performance failed to show any context effects contradicts the possibility that a ceiling effect may have obscured recognition context effects. This finding that environmental context did not affect recognition replicates well-established findings from a number of previous studies (e.g., Eich, 1985; Godden & Baddeley, 1980; Jacoby, 1983; Smith et al., 1978; Smith, Vela, & Williamson, 1988).

**EXPERIMENT 2**

Experiment 2 was conducted primarily to replicate the important results of Experiment 1 (i.e., related to context-dependent homophone spelling). One change from Experiment 1 was that a visual, rather than an aural presentation of the original list of pairs was used. The purpose of presenting the items visually was to more clearly disambiguate the homophones at input. Although in Experiment 1 the homophones were given biasing cue words, and they appeared visually with cue words on the initial cued recognition test, there remains the possibility that some homophones were perceived by some subjects as the unintended (i.e., high-frequency) versions in spite of our efforts to control meaning/spelling selection at input. For example, it is possible that some subjects thought of *carrot-BEET* instead of *carrot-BEET* when they initially heard the pair in Experiment 1, even though *carrot-BEET* was intended. Such possibilities could have decreased the measured priming effect on the homophone spelling test. The visual presentation enhanced our assurance that subjects were perceiving the intended homophonic meaning/spelling from the outset because the words were clearly spelled on the page. We predicted greater priming due to this clearer disambiguation.

**METHOD**

**Subjects**

Subjects were 64 student volunteers from introductory psychology classes at Texas A&M University who had not participated in Experiment 1. They
were tested in groups of 3 to 8. There were 28 subjects in the SC condition and 35 in the DC condition. Partial fulfillment of a course requirement was earned by participating.

**Design, procedure, and materials**

The same design, procedure, and materials were used in Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. Rather than being presented on audiotape, the 64 word pairs were printed on a single page for the subjects to study for 6 min.

One other addition to the procedure was made after the final recognition test. Subjects were asked if they intentionally tried to spell the homophones on the spelling test the way they had been biased during the original presentation. It was assumed that the spelling test was not an implicit memory test for those subjects answering yes to this self-report question. The 1 SC subject and 4 DC subjects who answered yes to this question were eliminated from the analyses.

**Environmental contexts**

One room was located in the basement of the building. It had blank, white acoustical tile walls, gray carpeting, and a concrete ceiling 3 m high. Subjects were seated in swivel-type padded desk chairs. The other room was located on the third floor of the building. It had off-white walls, chalkboards at the front and back of the room, and hanging fluorescent lights. Subjects sat in chairs lined up along rows of laboratory tables.

**RESULTS**

**Homophone spelling**

A 2 × 2 (Test Context × Priming) ANOVA was computed using the number of biased (low-frequency) spellings on the spelling test as the dependent measure. Test context was either same context (SC) or different context (DC), and was a between-subjects factor. Priming was either primed or unprimed, and was a within-subjects factor.

There was a significant effect of priming, $F(1, 59) = 47.37, p < .0001, MS_e = 2.102$; primed homophones were more likely than unprimed ones to be spelled the biased way (Table 3). The mean level of priming (i.e., percentage of primed homophones given biased spellings minus percentage of unprimed homophones given biased spellings) in Experiment 2 was 25% across all conditions, as compared with a mean of 10% priming in Experiment 1.

The effect of test context on biased spellings was not significant, $F(1, 59) = 2.20, p = .14, MS_e = 2.29$, although there was a slightly higher percentage of biased spellings in the SC condition (Table 3). That is, low-frequency spellings of all homophones, primed and unprimed, were slightly more prevalent in the SC condition.
Table 3. Mean proportions of primed and unprimed homophones with biased spellings as a function of test context in Experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test items</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Different</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primed</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprimed</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Priming = Proportion of primed homophones with biased spellings minus proportion of unprimed homophones with biased spellings.

Table 4. Proportion of hits as a function of test context and quartile in Experiment 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quartile</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Different</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>.97  (8)</td>
<td>.98 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>.95 (6)</td>
<td>.95 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>.91 (11)</td>
<td>.91 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>.79 (10)</td>
<td>.83 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All subjects</td>
<td>.90 (35)</td>
<td>.92 (28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Numbers in parentheses indicate number of subjects in each group.

The Test Context × Priming interaction was significant, $F(1, 59) = 4.65, p < .05, MS_e = 2.10$, indicating that priming was greater in the SC condition (31%) than in the DC condition (16%). These data are shown in Table 3. Neuman-Keuls pairwise comparisons indicated that priming effects were significant for both SC and DC conditions ($\alpha = .05$).

**Recognition**

A one-way ANOVA was computed for recognition memory results, examining the effect of test context (SC vs. DC) on recognition hits. There was a slight advantage for the DC group (Table 4), although the effect did not approach significance, $F(1, 59) = 1.09, p = .30, MS_e = 22.20$.

As in Experiment 1, the possibility that context effects may have been obscured by a ceiling effect was examined by breaking down subjects into quartiles on the basis of their recognition scores. For both SC and DC groups, quartiles were determined using the following cutoffs: first quartile, 97% or better; second quartile, 94% to 96%; third quartile, 88% to 93%; fourth quartile, 87% or less. The cutoff
points for these quartiles allowed us to use the same criteria for the two different treatment groups, while defining subgroups of nearly equal size (see Table 4). A 2 x 4 (Context x Quartile) ANOVA was computed using recognition hits as the dependent measure. There was no effect of context, $F(1, 55) = 1.90, p > .05, MS_e = 4.03$, nor did context and quartile interact, $F(3, 55) = 1.06, p > .05, MS_e = 4.03$.

Independence of spelling and recognition

As in Experiment 1, a one-way ANOVA was computed comparing the proportion of homophones recognized and given biased spellings with the proportion of homophones recognized but not given biased spellings. The proportion of items primed (i.e., given biased spellings) and correctly recognized was .95, and the proportion of items not primed but correctly recognized was .90. This difference was not significant, $F(1, 61) = 3.13, p > .05, MS_e = .02$, indicating, as in Experiment 1, that the two tests were independent.

DISCUSSION

The results of Experiment 2 replicate the findings of Experiment 1. It was again found that homophone spelling was enhanced by reinstating the input environmental context, whereas recognition memory was not affected.

The use of a visual initial presentation rather than the aural presentation used in Experiment 1 appears to have improved scores on both spelling and recognition tests, but it does not appear to have significantly altered the overall pattern of results. Although repetition priming has been found to be greater when input and test modalities match (Schacter, 1987), as in Experiment 1, the targets were better disambiguated (i.e., they were spelled out on the page) at input in Experiment 2. The improved disambiguation of targets at input apparently overcame the detrimental effects of mismatched input and test modalities.

The subjective reports collected in Experiment 2 suggest further that the homophone test was, indeed, an implicit memory measure. Only a few subjects indicated that they used conscious memory processing on the homophone spelling test, and those were eliminated from the analyses.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In both experiments evidence of contextual cuing was found for homophone spelling, an indirect, implicit memory measure. At the
study session, subjects were not instructed or encouraged to attend to the environment, nor was the context obviously related to the study material. On the homophone spelling test, subjects were not instructed or encouraged to attend to either the context or the studied events. Therefore, the findings of both experiments indicate that incidental background contextual information is both stored in memory and used to probe memory without the obvious intent of the subject.

The homophone spelling test used in the present experiment was, by definition, an indirect memory measure because it made no reference to the studied events. On this test subjects were simply told to write down the words heard on the tape in preparation for a subsequent test. Evidence that indicates that the homophone spelling test used in the present experiments was an implicit memory test includes previous research using the task (e.g., Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982). These authors pointed out that Korsakoff patients (amnesics) showed a normal level of memory in their homophone spelling performance, whereas the same patients showed extremely low levels of recognition memory. These authors also pointed out the statistical independence of homophone spelling and recognition memory, further implying that spelling may have reflected an implicit test of memory, compared with the explicit recognition test. This same pattern of statistical independence was found in both experiments of the present study. Furthermore, the homophones in the present study were embedded in a long list of words; therefore, the homophones used were well camouflaged, making subjects less aware of their special ambiguous status. A memory test over the studied targets (the immediate 2-AFC cued recognition test) had been given earlier; subjects had been told that the memory test was over, and that a new task would begin. Finally, subjective reports helped eliminate the few subjects who claimed to have intentionally tried to use explicit memory to guide spelling. Thus, the homophone spelling test meets numerous criteria for being considered an indirect, implicit test of memory.

Environmental context-dependent recognition memory was not found in either study, even for subjects whose recognition performance was well below ceiling. This non-finding replicates numerous other results from studies that have also failed to find an effect of context-dependent recognition (e.g., Eich, 1985; Fernandez & Glenberg, 1985; Godden & Baddeley, 1980; Jacoby, 1983; Smith et al., 1978; Smith et al., 1988). An unusual exception to these failures (Smith, 1986) found context-dependent recognition following an incidental, nonrelational input task (a short-term memory test). No such unusual study task was used in the present experiments, in which subjects were instructed to intentionally associate word pairs in prep-
RATION for a memory test. Therefore, we predicted (and found) no effect of context on recognition. The absence of an environmental context-dependent effect on recognition does not prove that recognition memory (following intentional relational input processing) is not affected by context manipulations; that inference can be made from the published literature on the topic. The present finding of no effect of context on recognition helps establish continuity with the existing context-dependent memory literature, and indicates that potential experimental artifacts did not appear to affect comparisons of homophone spelling in the two context conditions.

Although Jacoby (1983) did not find context-dependent memory using a perceptual identification test, studies other than the present one have found evidence of context-dependent memory using implicit, indirect measures other than homophone spelling. A study by Garberg and Radtke (1986) found results consistent with the present findings; repetition priming, as measured by anagram solution, was facilitated by environmental context cuing. The solutions for this task were words presented earlier in the same or different context. If anagram solution functions as an implicit measure of memory, as suggested by Schoen and Gettinger (1988), then these results constitute another case of implicit environmental context-dependent cuing. Similarly, Graf (1988) found evidence of environmental context-dependent category production, another implicit memory test. These studies, as well as our present results, stand in contradiction to suggestions that incidental environmental context information is not stored in memory (Eich, 1985), or that manipulations of laboratory rooms do not reliably cue memory (Fernandez & Glenberg, 1985).

Our understanding of memory cues is complicated by the idea that context effects on direct, explicit measures of memory may depend upon which cues are intentionally used to probe memory. For one thing, if subjects are moved to generate their own relevant context cues from memory, then experimental context manipulations are unlikely to affect memory (e.g., Smith, 1979, 1984). Second, it has been noted that background context cues appear to lose their cuing effectiveness on direct, explicit tests when other cues are provided by the test (e.g., Eich, 1980; Smith et al., 1978). Therefore, indirect, implicit memory measures should be sensitive to the effects of incidental context cues because such tests do not encourage the explicit use of associations stored during the initial study session.

It is important to note that we do not claim that direct, explicit tests of memory are impervious to manipulations of environmental context. Indeed, dozens of experiments have shown context-dependent memory using explicit tests of memory (see Smith, 1988, for a
review). What we do suggest is that the possibility of intentionally using invisible cues on direct, explicit tests complicates inferences about the use of incidental context cues. Such complication is reduced by the use of indirect measures, which are not likely to encourage the intentional use of cues related to the input events.

We believe that implicit cuing by environmental contexts is not limited to laboratory findings, but may also be seen in naturalistic examples. One's way of thinking and behaving is often implicitly colored by the background setting. Different ways of speaking and interacting with others may be implicitly biased, for example, by settings such as a theater, a classroom, a courtroom, a bar, or a place of religious worship. Such implicit environmental cuing helps us to compartmentalize our everyday lives.
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